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Introduction 
The objective of this study was to evaluate the 

validity of oral traditions using archaeological evi- 
dence. Digo and Tangana oral traditions providing 
dates for the building, abandonment and rebuilding 
of the Mkunguni mosque (Table 1) were tested 
using imported excavated ceramic wares. The 
mosque, thought to be the religious center of both 
groups, was built at Mkunguni, their commercial 
center. Mkunguni Mosque is located at Mtongwe 
(Figure l), an immediate hinterland south of 
Mombasa Island. No archaeological work had been 
carried out at these ruins. Oral tradition states that 
the mosque was built during the 1 7Ih century, aban- 
doned from the 1 7Ih to the 19" century and rebuilt 
in the 19" century. The Digo are one of nine 
Mijikenda tribes of the Eastern Africa coast (Spear 
1986). Like the others, the Digo came from 
Shungwaya in Somalia and settled in Mtongwe in 
the 16th century (Figure 2). The Tangana are one of 
the three tribes of Mombasa Island (Abdulaziz 
1979) and settled in Mtongwe in the 1 Th century. 

Oral tradition 
Both Digo and Tangana traditions agree that 

the Tangana built the Mkunguni mosque in the 17* 
century immediately after their arrival (Figure 3). 
Accordingly, the Tangana were the sole users of the 
mosque, and built it at Mkunguni due to its central 
locality or accessibility to other areas, the protective 
surrounding by the Mikungu (Indian almond) trees 
and the presence of a ceremonial medicinal neem 
tree, known in Kiswahili as Mwarubaini. 

The traditions state that the Tangana aban- 
doned it thereafter for Pemba Island. Reasons for 
the abandonment were not given though it can be 
suggested that since the Tangana were traders, they 
might have decided to look for a greener pasture in 
the island. It can also be suggested that they found 
it convenient to live and work with the Mazrui, who 
governed the island and who were their allies at 
Mombasa Island, the Tangana ancestral home. 
While at Pemba, they stayed at a place called 
Mtongwe for two centuries, probably named after 
the area they came from, until the early 19" century 
when the Busaidi ousted the Mazrui government 
and expelled them. The Tangana left Pemba Island 
in1822; some resettled at Mtongwe while others 
moved to Mombasa Island. Traditions date the 
mosque abandonment period from the 17Ih to the 
19Ih century. The tradition also states that after the 
resettlement of Mtongwe, the Tangana found the 
mosque to be heavily ruined, so decided to attend 
Friday prayers at Mombasa Island. Accordingly, 
they relocated the mosque using an old and tall 
Mwarubaini tree and Mikungu trees found there 
before building the earlier mosque. Commuting 
was inconvenient and thus they decided to have 
their own mosque. Hence, they rebuilt it at the 
stone foundation of the abandoned mosque. Digo 

Table 1: Digo JTangana relative occupation dates of Mkunguni 

Activity 1 Digo Dates I Tangana Dates I 
Tangana settlement 

Building of Mkunguni mosque 

Mosque abandonment 

Rebuilding of the mosque 

16th century 

built by the Tangana in the 
17th century 

17th - 19th century 

by the Tangana in the 19th century 

17th century 

17th century 

17th - early 19th century 

lmmediately before the 
middle of the 19th centurv 
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Figure 1. The Mtongwe area. 
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Figure 2. Mijikenda migration and settlement. 
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Figure 3. Tangana migration and settlement. 
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tradition gives the dates of the rebuilt mosque to be 
1 Yh century while the Tangana dates it to the 1840s. 
The traditions state that the 19" century mosque, 
built by Mwalimu Mwamwinyimkuu, was of mud 
walls and pillars with a makuti or coconut leaf 
thatched roof. The mosque also known as Msikiti 
wa Mwamwinyimkuu was used for the rest of the 
century without any major renovations. 

Traditions also date the different phases of 
the rebuilt mosque, giving the renovations and 
demolition dates. A major renovation was done by 
an Indian known as Hamisa in the course of the 
ItaliadGerman wars. Hamisa is said to have 
changed the makuti-thatched roof with iron sheets 

and plastered the mud walls and pillars with 
cement. He also expanded the mosque to accom- 
modate the increasing number of worshipers, mak- 
ing it semi-permanent, stronger, and bigger. This 
was done during the Second World War. The 
mosque was further renovated in the 1960s by a 
descendant of Mwalimu Mwamwinyikuu known as 
Mwindiaka. He added more concrete to the broken 
walls and pillars, re-plastered the floor with cement 
and built aluminum water taps running from Birika, 
a big kettle near the verandah. Traditions date the 
mosque demolition as between 1980 and 1983. It 
was demolished by Kenya Navy personnel to 
expand their barracks. 
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Methodology 
The methods used were mapping of the site, 

survey and excavation. The survey was based on a 
physical walk around the site to document it and 
collect surface archaeological material. This was 
done with the help of local elders. Excavations then 
followed. Pit 1 measured 2 m2 and was dug inside 
the mosque on the northern part of the eastern room 
(Figure 4). It went to a depth of about 1.70 meters. 
Pit 2 was dug on the eastern part of the well and 
hence the southern end of the mosque. It measured 
1 m2 and went to a depth of about 1.10 m. Pits were 
selected via random sampling methods. Ceramic 
finds were analyzed for type, shape, form, fabric, 
surface treatment and decoration patterns; thickness 
and diameter were also measured. The plan of the 
mosque with positions of the excavated pits is pre- 
sented in Figure 5. 

Archaeological finds 

Of the ceramics excavated (Table 2), only 
imported ones were used to test the chronology 
from the oral traditions. Of 1568 imported wares, 
only 960 sherds (Table 3) were analyzed. The oth- 
ers were too fragmented for accurate reconstruc- 
tion. Only one sherd, an Indian ware, is from the 
surface. 33 sherds are from pit 1 while 926 sherds 
are from the pit 2 assemblage. Generally, the 
imported wares are Red Oakland, black on yellow 
spindle whorl sherds, lndian wares, lslamic Blue 
Monochromes and Chinese celadons and porce- 
lains. The sherds were defined as per their attrib- 
utes and morphology. The lslamic black on yellow 
spindle whorl sherd is a poorly glazed ware with 
black linear and geometric patterns occurring on a 
yellow background, while Islamic blue mono- 
chromes are well burnished with bluelgreen glazed 
finishing. Chinese celadons have hard compact 
light grayish fabrics while porcelains have thin, 
compact blue and white smooth surfaces. The Red 
Oakland sherd has red paste compact fabric. lndian 
wares are of mixed grey texture with smooth or 
rough surfaces. Other finds include faunal remains, 
an lndian coin. an iron slag and beads. 

Archaeological dates 

Archaeological dates were inferred from the 
excavated foreign wares, compared to similar ones 

from Gede and Kilwa. Relative dates were also 
obtained from an associated Indian coin. The dif- 
ferent layers of the pits were dated but the most 
important ones are layers 3 and 5 of pit 1. The pit 
is situated in the mosque and its excavation revealed 
a buried stone wall, possibly a foundation of the 
earlier mosque. Layer 3 is found just above the 
stone wall while layer 5 is immediately below it. 
Layer 5 documents the building of the earliest 
mosque while layer 3 is the post abandonment peri- 
od. Pit l has wider distribution of the sherds com- 
pared to pit 2 and was more suitable for testing. 

Pit 1: The oldest occupation is in layer 6 
which is dated by its lslamic black on yellow spin- 
dle whorl sherd. At Kilwa, this poor quality glazed 
Islamic ware with black linear and geometric pat- 
terns occurring on a yellow background, dates from 
the early 13"' to the early 14"' century (Chittick 
1974). Layer 5 contains a burnished blue and green 
glazed monochrome similar to those from Gede and 
Kilwa dating from the second quarter to the late 15"' 
century ( Chittick 1974; Horton 1984). Layer 4 is 
dated using Chinese celadons and porcelain. The 
celadons are similar to the coarse Lung Ch'uan 
celadons of Kilwa dated from the late 14Ih to mid 
ITh century. The porcelain has thinner compact 
whitish paste and is similar to Kilwa ones dated 
from the late to the 1 Sh century. The thin com- 
pact blue and white porcelain is similar to those 
from Kilwa of the late 15th century (Chittick 1974). 
But a mix of sherds imply various dates, the most 
recent being from the 1 Th century. 

Layer 3 has several sherds including a 
celadon, porcelains, monochromes and a Red 
Oakland. The celadon is "Bare Circle" with grey 
buff paste, a black speck and grey-green less trans- 
parent glaze. It is similar to the coarse Lung 
Chu'an celadons of the Chinese Ming dynasty. 
Both celadons date from the late 14th to mid 17Ih 
century. The porcelains resemble Chinese blue and 
white ones dating from the 15th to the 19th centu- 
ry. The layer has two Islamic monochromes with 
one resembling the standard Islamic blue mono- 
chromes of Kilwa and Gede while the other resem- 
bles a late monochrome. The standard mono- 
chromes are characterized by buff red paste, poor 
bluetgreen glaze surfaces and pores. In the Kilwa 
assemblage, the standard monochromes are from 
the late 1 5Ih to the late 16Ih century (Chittick 1974). 
The late lslamic monochrome is characterized by 
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Table 2: Sherd density per pit . . 

Table 3: Comparison of the foreign wares 

Total 

1568 

5273 

6841 

buff paste with glazed green surfaces resembling 
similar sherds from Kilwa and Gede assemblages, 
datmg from the late 16Ih to the early 171h century 
(Chittick 1974; Horton 1984). The Red Oakland 
sherd is of compact fabric with red paste and is 
dated from the late 1 6Ih to the 1 71h century (Chittick 
1974). Therefore the layer most likely dates from 
the 1 7Ih to the 19'" century. 

Pit 2 

1534 

3776 

5310 

Pit 2: The oldest foreign dated sherds of the 
pit are found in layer 5. The sherds are an Islamic 

Pit 1 

33 

1490 

1523 

Ceramic type 

Imported wares 

Local wares 

Total 

Total 

940 

5 

. 7  

6 

1 

1 

960 

blue monochrome and a Chinese celadon. The 
lslamic monochrome has hard compact blue and 
green coat resembling the standard monochromes 
which are also dated from the late I S h  to the late 
16"' century (Chittick 1974). The Chinese celadon 
has hard compact light grayish fabric and resembles 
the Sawankholock celadons of the Kilwa assem- 
blage from the mid I S h  to the lCh century. Layers 
3 and 1 have some sherds in common, rendering the 
layers to be dated relatively through the association 
of sherds. For instance, their Chinese blue and 
white porcelains are similar. They are also similar 
to those from the other pit dating from the lSh to 
the l9Ih century. The celadon of layer 3 resembles 
the Lung Chu'an celadons of Kilwa from the late 

surface finds 

1 

7 

8 

Pit 2 

919 

2 

2 

3 

926 

14Ih to the mid-17" century (Chittick 1974). The 
Indian coin, from layer 3, has an inscribed date of 
1862. Thus the 3rd layer can be argued to date from 
the 16Ih to the 19Ih century. The Islamic mono- 
chrome of layer 1 resembles the late monochromes 
of Kilwa and Gede assemblages which are dated 
from the late 16Ih to the early 17Ih century (Chittick 
1974; Horton 1984). Thus using its association 
with the Chinese blue and white porcelains, the 
layer is dated from the 1 7Ih to the 19" century. 

Pit 1 

20 

3 

5 

3 

1 

1 

3 3 

L 

Ware 

Indian 

Islamic blue monochrome 

Chinese celadon 

Chinese porcelain 

Red Oakland 

Black on yellow spindle whorl 

Total 

Testing of the dates from oral traditions 

surface finds 

1 

1 

Pit 1 provides the most suitable test implica- 
tions for the hypothesized dates. If the stone wall is 
a possible foundation of the earlier mosque, it pre- 
dates the 19Ih century Mkunguni mosque. The 
mosque could have been built in the 1 5Ih century as 
shown by the sherds of layer 5 immediately below 
the wall. However, it could have been built earlier, 
between the early 1 3Ih and the 14* century as shown 
by the sherd in layer 6, as opposed to the oral tradi- 
tion date of the 17Ih century. Dating of the 
layers above the stone wall and below the standing 
ruin's foundation gives the post abandonment his- 
tory of the mosque, from the late 1 5Ih to the 17" 
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Figure 5. Plan of the Mkinguni mosque. 
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century (on archaeological grounds) versus the date 
from thc traditions from the 17"' to the 19Ih 
century. Dates from the test pits concur on the 
duration of abandonment. On the rebuilding of the 
mosque, the sherds of the layer immediately below 
the standing ruin are dated from the 1 7Ih to the 19"' 
century. 

Conclusions 

Pit 1 has an older occupation date than pit 2. 
It shows the occupation and building dates of the 
mosque while pit 2, dug outside, show the dates of 
activities surrounding the mosque. Therefore the 

mosque is relatively older than the surrounding set- 
tlements. The excavations revealed archaeological 
data dating to about three centuries earlier than oral 
traditions suggest. The site could have been occu- 
pied in the 13Ih century but the mosque built later. 
Using the inferred archaeological dates, the mosque 
was likely built before the I S h  century, abandoned 
until the lYh century and rebuilt before the 20th cen- 
tury. Although oral traditions are important in dat- 
ing historical events, they are not very reliable. 
Whereas Digo and Tangana traditions are vital in 
providing relative information on the occupation of 
Mkunguni mosque, they are not absolute dates. An 
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interdisciplinary approach is important in the docu- 
mentation of such a site. Detailed researches 
should be conducted using archaeology, geology, 
oral traditions and ethnology, among others, to doc- 
ument different occupation levels of such sites. 
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